FotoBridge Launches Ultimate Value 10,000 Photo Scanning Packages
Further extending its value-based, flat-rate offerings for photo pros and enthusiasts, businesses
and institutions — FotoBridge makes digitizing huge legacy photo collections safe, simple and
now even more affordable.
West Berlin, NJ (PRWEB) June 15, 2010 -- FotoBridge, a leading domestic photo scanning and digital
archiving service, introduced Ultimate Value 10,000 Photo Scanning Packages and Services today. It's popular
flat-rate scanning packages allow clients to estimate the number of photo prints, slides and negatives to be
digitized and purchase the best value-priced, flat-rate package. Prior to the Ulitimate 10,000 Photo Scanning
Packages, quantity-based savings topped out at the 5000 level and required customers with larger projects to
select multiple packages. The Ultimate Value 10,000 Packages are immediately available for photographic
prints, negatives, transparencies and slides.

"It's all about finding ways to continuously improve every aspect of our service and fulfillment operations and
translating those improvements into meaningful benefits for our valued and loyal clients", said Julie Morris,
FotoBridge's President. "Quality results, professional support, safety, speed of service and simplicity continue
to be the hallmarks of the FotoBridge experience. This new offering enables us to continue to deliver the
exceptional value our clients have come to expect", added Ms. Morris.
The new Ultimate Value 10,000 Packages were designed for professionals, avid photo enthusiasts, collectors,
businesses, institutions and organizations with vast collections of highly valued photographs to be digitally
archived and made available for today’s digital world.
“We continue to see significant demand for large collection photo scanning and digital archiving services.
Everyday, people are discovering large caches of important, and in some cases, commercially valuable content
captured on the traditional mediums of film, transparencies and photographic prints. Most photo professionals
and collection curators have long been aware of the necessity and benefits of digital archiving. Our mission is
to facilitate initiation of those efforts by offering a sufficiently simple, affordable, quality-results oriented
service - the Ultimate Value 10,000 Packages furthers that goal." commented Ed O'Boyle, CEO at FotoBridge.
FotoBridge now offers even more all-inclusive packages with FREE return shipping and exclusive “Intelligent
Digital Finishing (IDF)” for as low as $44.95 for up to 250 prints, $94.95 for up to 250 slides, and $109.95 for
up to 250 negatives. The Ultimate Value 10,000 Packages introduce ever greater savings for the same safe,
timely, top-quality digital conversion service.
Founded in 2007, FotoBridge is a fully integrated, domestic digital services company located in southern New
Jersey. The company provides digital imaging services to businesses, public and private institutions, and
consumers from its dedicated, secure facility in West Berlin, NJ USA. For more information, please visit
www.FotoBridge.com. For the latest news and specials, visit FotoBridge on Facebook.
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You can read the online version of this press release here.
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